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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to an electric ve-
hicle which includes an electric motorcycle or an ATV (All
Terrain Vehicle: a rough terrain driving vehicle) using an
electric motor as a drive source and further includes a
hybrid vehicle in which an engine is also installed. More
particularly, the present invention relates to an oil pas-
sage structure for lubricating a drive system.

BACKGROUND ART

[0002] Conventionally, an engine and a transmission
are integrally provided in a saddle type vehicle, such as
a motorcycle, and the vehicle is configured to utilize en-
gine oil for lubricating a speed change gear train. For
example, an engine for a motorcycle described in Patent
Document 1 includes an oil pump mechanically driven
by a crankshaft. The oil discharged from this oil pump
passes through an oil filter and an oil cooler, and there-
after, is fed to a main passage within a crankcase. Then,
while being fed from the main passage to a valve oper-
ating system, a piston, a crank journal, and the like of the
engine, the oil is also supplied to a transmission through
a transmission side oil passage.
[0003] The generic Patent Document 2 discloses a
cooling system for an electric motor of a vehicle which
comprises an electric motor that drives the vehicle, a re-
duction gear that adjusts a driving force of an output shaft
of the electric motor and transmits the driving force to a
driving shaft, and an in-shaft refrigerant passage provid-
ed in a shaft of the reduction gear and the output shaft
of the electric motor. In the cooling system, a refrigerant
which has passed through the in-shaft refrigerant pas-
sage is collected outside a motor case housing in the
electric motor, and is circulated.

PRIOR ART DOCUMENT

PATENT DOCUMENT

[0004]

Patent Document 1: Japanese Patent Application
Laid-open No. 2007-182833
Patent Document 2: EP 1 414 134 A2

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

PROBLEMS TO BE SOLVED BY THE INVENTION

[0005] In a case of the oil pump which is mechanically
driven by the crankshaft of the engine as described
above, when a number of revolutions of an engine is low,
a number of revolutions of a pump also becomes low.
Thus, it is possible that a discharge rate or discharge

pressure of oil is insufficient in an extremely low speed
range including idling. In this respect, because an output
torque of the engine is generally also small in the ex-
tremely low speed range, a load applied to a transmission
gear or the like becomes also small. Accordingly, a prob-
lem hardly occurs even if the pressure of oil supplied to
the transmission gear or the like is low.
[0006] On the contrary, in a case of an electric vehicle,
an electric traction motor generates the maximum torque
in a very low speed range including the time of starting
a vehicle. Accordingly, when the pressure of oil supplied
to the transmission gear or the like is low at this time,
lubrication may become inadequate and durability can
be decreased. In the conventional example, the oil dis-
charged from the oil pump passes through the oil filter
and the oil cooler, and thereafter, is fed to the engine and
the lubricated portion of the transmission. Consequently,
in particular, the large pressure loss in the oil cooler be-
comes a problem.
[0007] On the other hand, in the electric vehicle, when
the oil is utilized for cooling the electric motor and an
electric drive circuit (e.g., an inverter) thereof, the oil cool-
er is essential to lower the temperature of the oil. How-
ever, among the electric vehicles, the motorcycle has a
small space for mounting equipment. It is necessary to
take a special measure to secure a space for mounting
the oil cooler in addition to the problem of pressure loss.
[0008] In consideration of these points, an object of the
present invention is to appropriately distribute and supply
oil from an oil supply source to a lubricated portion and
a cooled portion upon each request thereof in a case
where lubrication of a traction drive system and cooling
of an electric motor or an electric drive circuit are carried
out by common oil in an electric vehicle.

SOLUTIONS TO THE PROBLEMS

[0009] In order to achieve the above-described object,
the present invention is directed to an oil passage struc-
ture according to claim 1 for an electric vehicle which
supplies lubrication oil to an electric traction motor of an
electric vehicle and a power transmission mechanism for
transmitting an output of the electric motor to a wheel,
including: a main passage connected to an oil supply
source; a first oil passage which guides oil from the main
passage to an oil cooler; and a second oil passage which
branches from the main passage before the oil cooler
and supplies oil to at least the power transmission mech-
anism.
[0010] In the above-described structure, because the
second oil passage is branched from the main passage
before the oil cooler, the oil having a relatively high pres-
sure and no pressure loss in the oil cooler can be supplied
to at least the lubricated portion, such as a transmission
gear or bearings, of the power transmission mechanism,
i.e., the transmission. Moreover, the amount of oil guided
to the oil cooler becomes small as a result and the oil
cooler has a relatively small capacity. Thus, a space for
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mounting the oil cooler can be easily secured.
[0011] The second oil passage branches from the main
passage and supplies oil to a transmission component
of the power transmission mechanism, and the oil pas-
sage for an electric vehicle may further include a third oil
passage which branches from the main passage on the
downstream side of the flow of oil than the second oil
passage and supplies oil to bearings of an output shaft
of the electric motor.
[0012] Namely, the passage for supplying oil to the
transmission component, such as the transmission gear
or the like, generally has a complicated structure and the
pressure loss therein is likely to be large. Accordingly, in
order to secure the oil pressure supplied to the transmis-
sion component, the second oil passage is branched
from the main passage on the upstream side, i.e., the
side which is closer to the oil supply source.
[0013] Further, the oil passage structure for an electric
vehicle may further include a fourth oil passage which
supplies oil from the oil cooler to at least one of the electric
motor and an electric drive circuit thereof (an inverter and
the like). By so doing, the oil cooled by the oil cooler can
effectively cool the electric motor, the inverter, or the like.
[0014] On the other hand, the oil passage structure for
an electric vehicle may include an electric oil pump as
the oil supply source in addition to a mechanical oil pump
mechanically driven by the electric traction motor. By so
doing, at the time of starting a vehicle when the electric
traction motor is stopped or at the time of extremely low
speed when the number of revolutions of the electric mo-
tor is very low, even if the discharge rate or discharge
pressure of the mechanical oil pump is insufficient, such
insufficiency can be complemented by the operation of
the electric oil pump.
[0015] In this case, a communication passage commu-
nicating from a discharge port of the electric oil pump to
the main passage may be connected to a portion of the
main passage branched into the second oil passage. By
so doing, the oil discharged from the electric oil pump is
quickly supplied to the second oil passage and the oil
pressure supplied to the transmission gear or the like can
be quickly increased.
[0016] Further, it is preferable that an oil filter for filter-
ing oil is provided at the first oil passage or at the main
passage on a downstream side of the flow of oil than the
portion of the main passage branched into the second
oil passage. By so doing, the pressure is not lost at the
oil filter and the oil having a higher pressure can be sup-
plied to the transmission gear or the like.

EFFECTS OF THE INVENTION

[0017] In accordance with the present invention, oil can
be appropriately provided to the lubricated portion of the
traction drive system, such as the power transmission
mechanism, of the electric vehicle or the cooled portion,
such as the electric motor or the inverter, upon each re-
quest thereof. Namely, while the oil pressure requested

is supplied to the lubricated portion of the drive system
and the low temperature oil requested is supplied to the
cooled portion, such as the inverter, the capacity of the
oil cooler can be reduced and the space for mounting the
oil cooler in the vehicle is easily secured.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0018]

Fig. 1 is a left side view of an electric motorcycle
which is an example of an electric vehicle relating to
an embodiment of the present invention.
Fig. 2 is a developed view showing a schematic
structure of a traction motor and a transmission of a
motor unit.
Fig. 3 is a cross-sectional view showing mainly a
structure of an oil passage, as seen from a right side
of the motor unit.
Fig. 4 is a perspective view showing a mechanical
oil pump, as seen from the right side of the motor unit.
Fig. 5 is a perspective view showing an electric oil
pump, as seen from the left side of the motor unit.
Fig. 6 is a perspective view showing, in cross section,
a portion of the structure of the oil passage to which
the two oil pumps are connected.
Fig. 7 is a view corresponding to Fig. 3 relating to
another embodiment in which an oil filter is provided
at a front portion of a case member of a motor unit.

EMBODIMENTS OF THE INVENTION

[0019] Referring to the accompanying drawings, an
embodiment of the present invention will be described
below. The concept of front, rear, left, and right directions
used in the following description is based on the direction
viewed by a driver riding on an electric motorcycle relating
to the present embodiment. In the following description,
like reference numerals are used to designate identical
or corresponding components in all drawings and a re-
dundant detailed description thereof is omitted.

(Overall Structure of Electric Motorcycle)

[0020] Fig. 1 is a left side view of an electric motorcycle
1 which illustrates as an example of an electric vehicle
according to an embodiment of the present invention. As
illustrated in Fig. 1, the electric motorcycle 1 includes a
front wheel 2 which is a driven wheel, a rear wheel 3
which is a driving wheel, a body frame 4 which is disposed
between the front wheel 2 and the rear wheel 3, and a
motor unit 5 which is supported at the body frame 4. This
electric motorcycle 1 does not have an engine and is
structured so as to rotary drive the rear wheel 3 by a
traction power generated by an electric traction motor 30
(referred "traction motor 30" hereinafter).
[0021] The front wheel 2 is rotatably supported at a
lower portion of a front fork 6 which extends in the sub-
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stantially upward and downward direction, inclining at a
certain caster angle. A steering shaft 7 is connected to
an upper portion of the front fork 6 and a bar type steering
wheel 8 is mounted to an upper portion of the steering
shaft 7. A right grip of the steering wheel 8 is an accel-
erator grip (not shown) for adjusting the traction power
generated by the electric motor 30.
[0022] The body frame 4 has a head pipe 11, a pair of
left and right and a pair of up and down main frames 12,
a pair of left and right down frames 13, a pair of left and
right pivot frames 14, a pair of left and right swing arms
15, and a seat frame 16. The head pipe 11 rotatably sup-
ports the steering shaft 7.
[0023] The main frame 12 has a pair of left and right
upper main frame portions 12a, a pair of left and right
lower main frame portions 12a, and truss frame portions
12c connecting the upper main frame portion 12a to the
lower main frame portion 12b. The upper main frame
portion 12a extends substantially parallel to the lower
main frame portion 12b. The upper main frame portion
12a and the lower main frame portion 12b extend rear-
ward from the head pipe 11, inclining in the slightly down-
ward direction. The upper main frame portion 12a bends
substantially downward at a rear end thereof and joins
with the lower main frame portion 12b. The truss frame
portions 12c connect the upper main frame portion 12a
to the lower main frame portion 12b in front of the junction.
In this way, rigidity of the entire main frame 12 can be
increased.
[0024] The down frame 13 has a vertical frame portion
13a which extends substantially downward as seen from
the head pipe 11 and a lower frame portion 13b which
extends from a lower end of the vertical frame portion
13a in the substantially horizontal and rearward direction.
The pivot frame 14 is connected to a rear end of the main
frame 12 and a rear end of the lower frame portion 13b.
The swing arm 15 extends in the substantially forward
and rearward direction, a front end thereof is swingably
connected to the pivot frame 14, and a rear end thereof
rotatably supports the rear wheel 3. The seat frame 16
extends rearward from the rear end of the upper main
frame portion 12a and the upper end portion of the pivot
frame 14, inclining in the slightly upward direction. The
seat frame 16 supports seats (not illustrated) allowing a
driver and a fellow passenger to sit front and rear in a row.
[0025] Although not illustrated, a driver who rides on
the seat holds grips of the steering wheel 8 with both
hands, bends both legs so as to place both feet on steps
(not shown), and grips a rear and upper portion of a bat-
tery case member 20 positioned immediately in front of
the seat with both knees ("Knee Grip"). Thus, in order to
facilitate the "Knee Grip", a dimension of the rear and
upper portion of the battery case member 20 in the right-
ward and leftward direction is set smaller than the dimen-
sion of a lower portion thereof.
[0026] The battery case member 20 is disposed be-
tween the left and right main frames 12 so as to be sur-
rounded thereby and a lower surface of the battery case

member 20 is positioned slightly above the lower frame
portion 13b. The battery case member 20 is disposed so
as not to overlap the pair of left and right main frames 12
with a planar view and respective left and right wall por-
tions are fastened to the main frames 12 by bolts or the
like. Accordingly, the battery case member 20 can be
inserted between the main frames 12 from the upper or
lower side thereof and mounted to the body frame 4.
[0027] An air intake duct 21 is connected to a front
surface of the battery case member 20 so as to extend
forward. On the other hand, an air exhaust duct 22 is
connected to an upper portion of a rear surface of the
battery case member 20 so as to extend downward. By
providing these ducts 21 and 22, running wind from the
front is taken into the air intake duct 21, and a battery
unit 23 and an electric equipment 24 of the battery case
member 20 can be air-cooled effectively.
[0028] Since an air intake port provided at a front end
of the air intake duct 21 protrudes more forward than the
front fork 6 as viewed from the side, rainwater or mud
splashed by the wheels 2 and 3 can be prevented from
entering the air intake duct 21. Further, an air exhaust
fan 25 for exhausting air within the battery case member
20 is disposed in the vicinity of an upper end of the air
exhaust duct 22, thereby reducing a possibility that rain-
water or the like enters the battery case member 20
through the air exhaust duct 22.
[0029] Moreover, behind a lower portion of the battery
case member 20, an inverter case member 26 is provided
at a substantially triangular space surrounded by the
main frame 12, the pivot frame 14, and the seat frame
16, as viewed from the side. An inverter 27, to which a
power semiconductor, such as IGBT (Insulated-Gate Bi-
polar Transistor), is mounted, is accommodated within
this inverter case member 26 and is connected to the
battery unit 23 in the battery case member 20 by an un-
illustrated power line or the like.
[0030] Additionally, the motor unit 5 as described
above is disposed in a space which is below the battery
case member 20, i.e., below the down frame 13, and in
front of the pivot frame 14. As will be described below in
detail, the traction motor 30 is accommodated within a
front portion of the motor unit 5 and a transmission 40
(power transmission mechanism) is accommodated
within a rear portion thereof. While the left and right sides
of the rear portion of the motor unit 5 are respectively
fastened to the pivot frames 14, the left and right sides
of the front portion of the motor unit 5 are respectively
fastened to the lower frame portions 13b of the down
frame 13.
[0031] Further, a terminal board 50 of the power line
is provided at the front portion of the motor unit 5 so as
to protrude forward and an oil cooler 28 is provided sep-
arately at the front of the terminal board 50. An upper
portion of the oil cooler 28 is mounted to a front end of
the lower frame portion 13b and a lower portion of the oil
cooler 28 is supported at a front portion of the motor unit
5 through a stay 29 (see Fig. 3). The oil cooler 28 cools
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oil which is used to lubricate and cool the motor unit 5 or
the like by heat exchanging with running wind.
[0032] Namely, as will be described below in detail with
reference to Figs. 3 through 6, an oil pan 60 is provided
at the lower portion of the motor unit 5, and the oil stored
therein is sucked up by an electric oil pump 62 or the like
and supplied to lubricate bearings 33 of a motor shaft 32
of the traction motor 30, a gear train 45 of the transmission
40, or the like. Further, a part of the oil is fed to the oil
cooler 28 through a lower hose 71 and is heat-exchanged
with running wind passing through the oil cooler 28.
[0033] Thus, the cooled and temperature lowered oil
is fed to the inverter case member 26 through an upper
hose 79 which is connected to the upper portion of the
oil cooler 28. An unillustrated cooler having a labyrinth-
shaped oil passage is incorporated into the inverter case
member 26 so as to contact the inverter 27. The oil, which
removed heat from the inverter 27 while circulating in this
cooler, is returned to the motor unit 5 through a return
hose 80. As will be described below, the oil cools the
traction motor 30 and then flows down to the oil pan 60
in the motor unit 5.
[0034] In the present embodiment, it should be noted
that the traction motor 30 is a motor generator which en-
ables a motor operation and a power generating opera-
tion and that the motor is operated by electricity supplied
by the battery 24 through the inverter 27 and outputs a
driving force to the rear wheel 3. On the other hand, the
traction motor 30 operates as a generator at the time of
a regenerative braking of the electric motorcycle 1, and
an alternating current generated is converted into a direct
current by the inverter 27 and stored in the battery 24.
The control relating to the operation of the traction motor
30 or the charge-discharge control of the battery 24 is
carried out by conventionally known methods.

- Structure of Motor Unit -

[0035] Fig. 2 is a developed view showing schemati-
cally a structure of the traction motor 30 and the trans-
mission 40 in the motor unit 5. Fig.3 is a cross-sectional
view of the motor unit 5 showing a structure of an oil
supply system, as seen from a right side of the electric
motorcycle 1. As depicted in Fig. 2, a motor accommo-
dating portion 53 and a transmission accommodating
portion 54 (transmission mechanism accommodating
portion), which open toward the right, are respectively
provided front and rear in a row at a case member 51 of
the motor unit 5. A separate right wall member 55 is
mounted to the case member 51 so as to close right open-
ings of the motor accommodating portion 53 and the
transmission accommodating portion 54.
[0036] Schematically the motor accommodating por-
tion 53 has a bottom and is formed in a cylindrical shape.
A cylindrical case member 31 of the traction motor 30 is
accommodated from the right opening of the motor ac-
commodating portion 53 in a mounted state, and a motor
shaft 32 (output shaft) extends along a cylindrical shaft

of the case member 31 in the left and right direction. The
motor shaft 32 is supported by a bearing 33 (bearing of
the output shaft) at both left and right sides. The left bear-
ing 33 is inserted through a through-hole of a bottom wall
portion 31a provided at a left end of the motor case mem-
ber 31, and the right bearing 33 is inserted through a
through-hole of a cap 34 which closes the opening of a
right end of the motor case member 31.
[0037] By so doing, the pair of bearings 33 are respec-
tively provided at the bottom wall portion 31a and the cap
34, which are wall portions of the cylindrical motor case
member 31 at the cylindrical shaft direction both ends.
Between the bearings 33, a rotor 35 is mounted to the
motor shaft 32 so as to integrally rotate therewith. Al-
though not illustrated, a permanent magnet is embedded
into an iron core of the rotor 35 and an annular stator 36
is disposed adjacent to this rotor 35 so as to surround an
outer circumference thereof. It should be noted that a
cooling jacket 31c is formed at a gap between a periph-
eral wall portion 31b of the motor case member 31 and
the motor accommodating portion 53 so as to surround
the stator 36 (to be described below).
[0038] A left end of the motor shaft 32 penetrates
through the bottom wall portion 31a of the motor case
member 31 and protrudes to the left. A rotation angle
sensor 37 is provided at a tip of the motor shaft 32. In
the present embodiment, a boss portion protrudes from
the bottom wall portion 31a of the motor case member
31 so as to surround a left end of the motor shaft 32 which
penetrates therethrough. A pickup portion of the rotation
angle sensor 37 is disposed at this boss portion. Addi-
tionally, a lid member 56 is mounted to the left end of the
motor accommodating portion 53 so as to cover the ro-
tation angle sensor 37.
[0039] On the other hand, a right end of the motor shaft
32 penetrates through the cap 34 and protrudes to the
right. An output gear 38 is mounted to a tip of the motor
shaft 32 by a spline or the like. As illustrated also in Fig.
3, a clutch shaft 41, which is an input shaft of the trans-
mission 40, is disposed at the rear of the traction motor
30. A clutch gear 43, which is externally mounted near a
right end of this clutch shaft 41 so as to be rotatable,
engages with the output gear 38 of the motor shaft 32.
The clutch gear 43 is connected to an adjacent multiple
disk clutch 42 (not illustrated in Fig. 3). Since the clutch
gear 43 and the clutch shaft 41 are connected by this
multiple disk clutch 42, a rotation from the motor shaft 32
is transmitted to the clutch shaft 41.
[0040] Further, an output shaft 44 of the transmission
40 is provided at the rear of the clutch shaft 41 and the
both shafts are connected via the gear train 45 so as to
change gears freely. Namely, as shown only in Fig. 3, a
combination of gears connected at the gear train 45 is
changed by a transmission operating mechanism 46
formed by a shift drum 46a, a shift fork 46b, a dog clutch
46c, and the like. In this way, a speed change ratio of an
input/output rotation, i.e., a gear position of the transmis-
sion 40, is changed.
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[0041] As shown in Fig. 2, a sprocket 47 is provided at
a left end of the output shaft 44, from which such gear
changed rotation is output. As shown only in Fig. 1, a
chain 48 (depicted in an imaginary line) is wound around
the sprocket 47 and a sprocket 3a of the rear wheel 3. It
should be noted that the power transmission mechanism
which transmits a driving force of the traction motor 30
is not limited to the multiple-position type transmission
40 as described above. The power transmission mech-
anism may be, for example, a belt type continuously var-
iable transmission or a simple deceleration mechanism
having a constant speed change ratio.
[0042] As illustrated in Fig. 2, the width of the trans-
mission accommodating portion 54, which accommo-
dates the transmission 40 as mentioned above, is nar-
rower than the width of the motor accommodating portion
53 in the left and right direction. The rectangular oil pan
60 having a relatively narrow width is provided at a lower
portion of the case member 51 of the motor unit 5 so as
to roughly correspond to the width of this transmission
accommodating portion 54 (depicted in an imaginary line
in Fig. 2). The oil pan 60 is formed in a rectangular shape
which is long in the forward and rearward direction in
such a way that a rear portion thereof is positioned below
the transmission accommodating portion 54 and a front
portion thereof is positioned below the motor accommo-
dating portion 53. The rotor 35 and the stator 36 of the
traction motor 30 are disposed further to the right relative
to the center of the motor accommodating portion 53 in
the left and right direction in such a way that the rotor 35
and the stator 36 are included within the range of the oil
pan 60 in the left and right direction.

- Oil Supply System of Motor Unit -

[0043] Next, referring to Fig. 3 and also Figs. 4 through
6, an oil supply system for lubricating and cooling the
motor unit 5 will be described. Fig. 4 shows a mechanical
oil pump 61 driven by the traction motor 30, as seen from
the right side as in Fig. 3. Fig. 5 shows the electric oil
pump 62, in which a dedicated electric motor (not shown)
is built, as seen from the left side. Moreover, Fig. 6 shows
a structure of an oil passage, to which the two oil pumps
61 and 62 are connected.
[0044] As illustrated in Figs. 3 and 6, a rectangular oil
pan portion 58 is formed at the bottom of the case mem-
ber 51 of the motor unit 5 so as to extend downward and
a separate oil pan main body 59 is mounted to the bottom
of the oil pan portion 58, thereby constituting the oil pan
60. The oil flowed down from the motor accommodating
portion 53 or the transmission accommodating portion
54 on the upper side is stored in the oil pan 60. As men-
tioned above, the oil pan 60 is a cuboid which is long in
the forward and rearward direction and extends from the
motor accommodating portion 53 to the transmission ac-
commodating portion 54. Protrusion of the oil pan 60 to
the lower side of the motor unit 5 is prevented with a
necessary capacity secured.

[0045] The motor unit 5 in the present embodiment in-
cludes the mechanical oil pump 61 and the electric oil
pump 62 as oil supply sources. The pumps 61 and 62
suck up the oil stored in the oil pan 60 through a common
strainer 63 and discharge, respectively. Namely, as an
example, the strainer 63 is disposed near the rear of the
oil pan 60 so as to be immersed in the stored oil, and a
lower end of a first suction oil passage 64 which extends
in the upward and downward direction is connected to
an upper end of the strainer 63.
[0046] As illustrated in Fig. 6, an upper end of the first
suction oil passage 64 communicates with a second suc-
tion oil passage 65 which extends substantially horizon-
tally to the left and right. While a right end of this second
suction oil passage 65 is connected to a suction port 61a
of the mechanical oil pump 61, a left end of the second
suction oil passage 65 is connected to a suction port 62a
of the electric oil pump 62 through a third suction oil pas-
sage 66 which extends in the forward and rearward di-
rection. In other words, the mechanical oil pump 61 and
the electric oil pump 62 are disposed so as to oppose
each other in the leftward and rightward direction, and
the oil suction ports 61 a, 62a of these pumps 61, 62 are
connected to the common oil passage (the first suction
oil passage 64).
[0047] It should be noted that, as an example, the sec-
ond suction oil passage 65 is formed by a drill hole drilled
into the case member 51 of the motor unit 5 from the left
side surface to the right side and that a left end thereof
is closed by a plug 65a. Further, the third suction oil pas-
sage 66 is formed by a drill hole drilled into the case
member 51 from the rear surface to the front. While a
front end of the third suction oil passage 66 is connected
to the suction port of the electric oil pump 62, a rear end
thereof is closed by a plug 66a.
[0048] As illustrated in Fig. 4, when the right wall mem-
ber 55 is removed and the interior of the case member
51 of the motor unit 5 is viewed, the mechanical oil pump
61 is disposed on the lower side of the transmission ac-
commodating portion 54 and a pump driving gear 61c
engaging with a driven gear 61b is engaged with a small
diameter gear 43a (see Fig. 2) which is integrally provided
with the clutch gear 43. In the present embodiment, the
mechanical oil pump 61 is, for example, a trochoid pump
and a discharge rate thereof increases in proportion to
the increase in number of revolutions of the traction motor
30. As an example, while the discharge rate of oil is set
to be sufficient from a medium to high revolution range
of the traction motor 30, the discharge rate of oil is set to
be insufficient in a low revolution range thereof.
[0049] On the other hand, in the electric oil pump 62
shown in Fig. 5, a flange portion is fastened on a left side
surface of the case member 51 of the motor unit 5. As
shown in Fig. 6, a cylindrical main body portion 62b is
accommodated within a recessed portion of a left side
wall of the case member 51. An electric motor (not illus-
trated) is built in the main body portion 62b and operates
in response to a control order from an unillustrated con-
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troller. A heat sink 62c is mounted to a left end of the
main body portion 62b and a connector 62d for a signal
line which connects the main body portion 62b and the
controller is provided diagonally rearward thereof.
[0050] Unlike the mechanical oil pump 61, the number
of revolutions of the electric oil pump 62 can be controlled
regardless of the number of revolutions of the traction
motor 30. Accordingly, as an example, when the electric
motorcycle 1 is in an extremely low speed range (e.g., a
speed range of less than 10 km/h), the number of revo-
lutions of the traction motor 30 is low, and the discharge
rate or the discharge pressure of oil from the mechanical
oil pump 61 is not sufficient, it is preferable that the electric
oil pump 62 is operated so as to complement such insuf-
ficiency.
[0051] As illustrated in Fig. 6, an oil discharge port 61d
of the mechanical oil pump 61 is communicated with a
main oil passage 68 (main passage) through a first dis-
charge oil passage 67 (communication passage). Like-
wise, an oil discharge port 62e of the electric oil pump
62 is communicated with the main oil passage 68 through
a second discharge oil passage 69. The main oil passage
68 is a drill hole drilled into the case member 51 from the
front surface to the rear and the first discharge oil pas-
sage 67 communicates with a rear end thereof from the
right side. Also, the second discharge oil passage 69
communicates with the main oil passage 68 slightly in
front of an area where the main oil passage 68 commu-
nicates with the first discharge oil passage 67, that is, on
the downstream side of the flow of oil.
[0052] On the other hand, a rear end of a metal pipe
member 70 communicates with a front end of the main
oil passage 68 opening on the front surface of the case
member 51. While the rear end of this metal pipe member
70 is mounted to the front surface of the case member
51 by a joint 70a, a front end of the pipe member 70 is
connected to a rear end of the lower hose 71 in a vicinity
of a rear end of the stay 29 which supports a lower portion
of the oil cooler 28. The lower hose 71 is, for example, a
hose having elasticity, such as a rubber. The lower hose
71 extends roughly forward, is bent diagonally to the right,
and thereafter is connected to the lower portion of the oil
cooler 28 via a metal pipe member 72.
[0053] A first oil passage which guides oil from the main
oil passage 68 to the oil cooler 28 is configured by these
pipe members 70, 72 and the lower hose 71. In the
present embodiment, a transmission side oil passage 73
(second oil passage) and a motor side oil passage 74
(third oil passage) are formed in the case member 51 of
the motor unit 5. The transmission side oil passage 73
branches from the main oil passage 68 and supplies oil
for lubricating the gear train 45 or the like of the trans-
mission 40, and the motor side oil passage 74 similarly
branches from the main oil passage 68 and supplies oil
for lubricating the bearings 33 of the traction motor 30.
[0054] The transmission side oil passage 73 has a first
transmission side oil passage 73a which branches from
the main oil passage 68 and extends upward and a sec-

ond transmission side oil passage 73b which communi-
cates with an upper end of the first transmission side oil
passage 73a. A lower end of the first transmission side
oil passage 73a communicates with the main oil passage
68 at an area where the second discharge oil passage
69 from the electric oil pump 62 communicates therewith.
As shown only in Fig. 2, the second transmission side oil
passage 73b extends to the left from an area where the
second transmission side oil passage 73b communicates
with the first transmission side oil passage 73a. There-
after, a third transmission side oil passage 73c extends
in the forward and rearward direction, a fourth transmis-
sion side oil passage 73d extends in the leftward and
rightward direction, and a fifth transmission side oil pas-
sage 73e extends within the clutch shaft 41 in the shaft
center direction. Then, oil is supplied to the gear train 45
or the bearing 41a from this fifth transmission side oil
passage 73e through a plurality of orifices which extend
outward in the radial direction.
[0055] Further, the first transmission side oil passage
73a also communicates with a sixth transmission side oil
passage 73f within the output shaft 44 of the transmission
40 through an unillustrated oil passage. Oil is supplied
from the sixth transmission side oil passage 73f which
extends within the output shaft 44 in the shaft center di-
rection to the gear train 45 or the bearing 44a through a
plurality of orifices which extend outward in the radial
direction. In this way, the transmission side oil passage
73 which supplies oil to the gear train 45 or the bearings
41 a, 44a has a relatively complicated structure and is
likely to have a large pressure loss.
[0056] On the other hand, the motor side oil passage
74 branches from the main oil passage 68 at a lower side
of the motor accommodating portion 53, i.e., in a forward
area of the case member 51 of the motor unit 5 (a down-
stream side of the flow of oil than the transmission side
oil passage 73). The motor side oil passage 74 has a first
motor side oil passage 74a which extends in the leftward
and rightward direction and a second motor side oil pas-
sage 74b and a third motor side oil passage 74c which
respectively extend toward the motor shaft 32 of the trac-
tion motor 30.
[0057] Namely, as illustrated in a solid line in Fig. 2 and
an imaginary line in Fig. 3, the second motor side oil
passage 74b is formed at the bottom wall portion 31a of
the motor case member 31, and the third motor side oil
passage 74c is formed at the cap 34 thereof. While inner
peripheral ends of the second and third motor side oil
passages 74b, 74c are connected so as to supply oil to
the bearings 33, an outer peripheral end of the second
motor side oil passage 74b communicates with a left end
of the first motor side oil passage 74a via a port 75a
formed at a joint member 75, and an outer peripheral end
of the third motor side oil passage 74c communicates
with a right end thereof via a port 76a formed at a joint
member 76.
[0058] As shown only in Fig. 2, it should be noted that
a hydraulic sensor 77 is connected to the first motor side
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oil passage 74a through a branch passage 74d and that
an output signal of the hydraulic sensor 77 is input to the
controller. The pressure of oil at the first motor side oil
passage 74a is generally the same as the pressure of oil
supplied to the bearings 33 of the traction motor 30. By
detecting this pressure value and controlling the opera-
tion of the electric oil pump 62, a state where necessary
oil is supplied to the portions of the motor unit 5 can be
maintained.
[0059] As shown only in Fig. 3, a relief valve 78 is pro-
vided between the transmission side oil passage 73 and
the motor side oil passage 74 which respectively branch
from the main oil passage 68. A ball 78b accommodated
within a cylindrical housing 78a is normally pressed
against an upper seat portion 78d by the urging force of
a coil spring 78c, and thus the relief valve 78 is in a closed
state. Then, when a hydraulic pressure of the main oil
passage 68 is increased to a predetermined value or
more, the ball 78b which received this hydraulic pressure
moves downward, press-shrinking the coil spring 78c.
The ball 78b is then separated from the seat portion 78d.
The relief valve 78 is in an opened state which opens the
hydraulic pressure of the main oil passage 68.
[0060] As mentioned above referring to Fig. 1, in the
present embodiment, the stator 36 of the traction motor
30 and the inverter 27 which produce heat during the
operation are cooled by utilizing the oil used to lubricate
the traction motor 30 or the transmission 40 as described
above. Namely, a part of the oil flowing through the main
oil passage 68 is fed to the oil cooler 28 via the pipe
members 70, 72 and the lower hose 71, heat-exchanged
with running wind, and cooled while rising through a core
of this oil cooler 28.
[0061] As typically shown in Fig. 3, the upper hose 79
is bridged from an upper portion of the oil cooler 28 to
the inverter case member 26 which is located behind the
oil cooler 28, and the return hose 80 is bridged from the
inverter case member 26 to the motor unit 5 (see also
Fig. 1). A lower end of the return hose 80 is connected
to an upper portion of the case member 51 of the motor
unit 5 via an unillustrated joint or the like. The oil which
cooled the inverter 27 is returned to the interior of the
case member 51 of the motor unit 5 by the return hose 80.
[0062] Here, as mentioned above, the motor unit 5 of
the present embodiment has the double-walled structure
where the motor case member 31 is mounted to the motor
accommodating portion 53 of the case member 51. By
utilizing this structure, a cooling jacket 31c is formed at
a gap between the motor accommodating portion 53 and
the peripheral wall portion 31b of the motor case member
31 so as to surround the stator 36. In other words, a
shallow groove portion having a rectangular cross sec-
tion is formed from a substantially central portion of the
outer periphery of the peripheral wall portion 31b of the
motor case 31 to a slightly right side over the entire pe-
riphery thereof. At the same time, a thin-walled portion
is formed at an inner peripheral surface of the motor ac-
commodating portion 53 which surrounds the motor case

31. The annular cooling jacket 31c is thereby formed be-
tween the shallow groove portion and the thin-walled por-
tion.
[0063] As shown only in Fig. 2, a plurality of narrow
annular deep groove portions (five in the example shown
in Fig. 2) are formed at a shallow groove portion, facing
the cooling jacket 31c, on the peripheral wall portion 31b
side of the motor case 31. The cooling efficiency of the
stator 36 by oil is thereby increased. Then, as described
above, the oil which flows down through the return hose
80 flows into the cooling jacket 31c from above. As indi-
cated by arrows in Fig. 3, the oil is separated in the cir-
cumferential direction and flows along the outer circum-
ference of the motor case 31. In this way, the oil which
removed heat from the traction motor 30 while flowing
down the cooling jacket 31c drops from the oil discharge
portion 53a at the lower portion of the motor accommo-
dating portion 53 into the oil pan 60 below.

- Operation of Oil Supply System -

[0064] In the motor unit 5 having the above structure,
when a main switch of the electric motorcycle 1 is turned
on, first, the electric oil pump 62 operates in response to
a control order from the controller and feeds oil to the
main oil passage 68. This oil is fed from the main oil
passage 68 to the oil cooler 28 through the lower hose
71, is fed to the inverter case member 26 through the
upper hose 79, and is returned to the motor unit 5 through
the return hose 80. While the motorcycle 1 is in park, the
traction motor 30 stops and heat generation of the invert-
er 27 is small. Accordingly, the number of revolutions of
the electric oil pump 62 is controlled extremely low and
wasteful electricity consumption is minimized.
[0065] Moreover, a part of the oil fed to the main oil
passage 68 flows through the transmission side oil pas-
sage 73 and is supplied to the transmission 40, thereby
lubricating the gear train 45 or the bearings 41 a and 44a.
Similarly, the oil flowed from the main oil passage 68 to
the motor side oil passage 74 is supplied to the traction
motor 30 and lubricates the bearings 33. When a driver
operates the accelerator grip in this state, the traction
motor 30 starts to rotate according to the amount of op-
eration and the electric motorcycle 1 starts to move. The
traction motor 30 generates a relatively large torque at
the time of starting. However, since the oil has been al-
ready supplied to the lubricated portions of the traction
motor 30 and the transmission 40, running out of oil does
not become a problem.
[0066] Then, the mechanical oil pump 61 operates to-
gether with the rotation of the traction motor 30 and be-
gins to discharge oil. The discharge rate and the dis-
charge pressure of oil of the mechanical oil pump 61 is
likely to be insufficient in the extremely low speed range
of less than a predetermined vehicle speed (e.g., 10
km/h) including at the time of starting. Thus, the operation
of the electric oil pump 62 continues. The oil discharged
from the two oil pumps 61, 62 is fed from the main oil
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passage 68 to the oil cooler 28 through the lower hose
71. The oil which is heat-exchanged with running wind
and has a lowered temperature is then fed to the inverter
case member 26 and returned to the motor unit 5, as
described above.
[0067] Namely, the oil cooled at the oil cooler 28 is fed
to the inverter case member 26 so as to cool the inverter
27. Thereafter, the oil is returned to the motor unit 5 to
cool the traction motor 30. Since relatively large electric
current flows into the traction motor 30 when the electric
motorcycle 1 starts to move, heat generation of the in-
verter 27 and the traction motor 30 increases. However,
these can be cooled effectively by the relatively low tem-
perature oil cooled at the oil cooler 28, as described
above.
[0068] Further, the oil flowed from the main oil passage
68 to the transmission side oil passage 73 and the motor
side oil passage 74 respectively lubricates the gear train
45 or the bearings 41a and 44a and the bearings 33 of
the traction motor 30. Both the transmission side oil pas-
sage 73 and the motor side oil passage 74 branch from
the main oil passage 68 and there is no pressure loss of
oil in the oil cooler 28. Therefore, high-pressure oil can
be supplied to the lubricated portions of the transmission
40 and the traction motor 30.
[0069] In particular, considering that the transmission
side oil passage 73 which supplies oil to the gear train
45 or the like of the transmission 40 has a relatively com-
plicated structure and a pressure loss thereof is likely to
be large, in the present embodiment, the transmission
side oil passage 73 is branched from the main oil passage
68 on the upstream side of the flow of oil than the motor
side oil passage 74, i.e., near the oil pumps 61 and 62.
By so doing, it is easy to secure a necessary oil pressure
at the transmission side oil passage 73 which is likely to
have a large pressure loss. Additionally, the second dis-
charge oil passage 69 from the electric oil pump 62 is
communicated with the portion of the main oil passage
68 branched into the transmission side oil passage 73.
Accordingly, the oil from the electric oil pump 62 is quickly
supplied to the transmission side oil passage 73 and the
pressure of oil supplied to the transmission 40 can be
quickly raised.
[0070] It should be noted that if a running speed of the
electric motorcycle 1 becomes high, the number of rev-
olutions of the mechanical oil pump 61 becomes high
with the increase in the number of revolutions of the trac-
tion motor 30, and the discharge rate and discharge pres-
sure of the oil increases. Thus, the operation of the elec-
tric oil pump 62 is stopped.
[0071] Therefore, in accordance with the oil passage
structure of the electric vehicle (electric motorcycle 1)
according to the present embodiment, first, overall weight
gain or cost rises of oil supply system can be controlled
by utilizing the lubrication oil of the motor unit 5 for cooling
the inverter 27 or the traction motor 30. Further, appro-
priate oil can be supplied as required in such a way that
the oil having a sufficient pressure is supplied to the lu-

bricated portion of the traction drive system, such as the
gear train 45 of the transmission 40, and the oil cooled
at the oil cooler 28 is supplied to the cooled portions,
such as the inverter 27 and the traction motor 30.
[0072] Furthermore, because the flow rate of oil fed to
the oil cooler 28 is smaller as a result, the capacity of the
oil cooler 28 can be relatively small and a space for
mounting the oil cooler 28 can be easily secured even in
the electric motorcycle 1.

- Other Embodiments -

[0073] Description of the above-described embodi-
ment is merely an example and does not limit the present
invention, applications thereof, or uses thereof. For ex-
ample, in the above-described embodiment, the motor
unit 5 includes the mechanical oil pump 61 and the elec-
tric oil pump 62 as oil supply sources. However, the motor
unit 5 may only include, for example, the mechanical oil
pump 61. Moreover, even when the motor unit 5 includes
both the mechanical oil pump 61 and the electric oil pump
62, it is not necessary to communicate the second dis-
charge oil passage 69 from the electric oil pump 62 with
the portion of the main oil passage 68 branched into the
transmission side oil passage 73 as in the above-de-
scribed embodiment.
[0074] In addition, in the above-described embodi-
ment, the transmission side oil passage 73 is branched
from the main oil passage 68 on the relatively upstream
side and the motor side oil passage 74 is branched there-
from on the relatively downstream side. However, this
may be the other way around. Alternatively, the trans-
mission side oil passage 73 and the motor side oil pas-
sage 74 may be branched from the same area of the
main oil passage 68, or the transmission side oil passage
73 and the motor side oil passage 74 may be further
branched from an oil passage which is branched from
the main oil passage 68.
[0075] Furthermore, a position of the oil filter is not ex-
plained in the above-described embodiment. Consider-
ing the pressure loss, it is preferable that the oil filter is
also provided at the main oil passage 68 or the like on
the downstream side than the areas into which the trans-
mission side oil passage 73 and the motor side oil pas-
sage 74 are branched. As shown in Fig. 7 as an example,
an oil filter 81 may be integrally provided with the pipe
member 70 between the main oil passage 68 and the
lower hose 71. In this way, maintenance, such as re-
placement of a filter element, can be easily carried out.
[0076] The electric motorcycle 1 is described in the
above-described embodiment. However, the electric ve-
hicle according to the present invention is not limited to
a motorcycle and may be, for example, an ATV (All Ter-
rain Vehicle: a rough terrain driving vehicle), a mechan-
ical mule, or the like. Further, it goes without saying that
the present invention includes not only the traction motor
30 but also a hybrid electric vehicle equipped with an
engine as a drive source.
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INDUSTRIAL APPLICABILITY

[0077] As mentioned above, the oil passage structure
of an electric vehicle according to the present invention
can appropriately provide oil to the lubricated portion of
the traction drive system and the cooled portions, such
as the electric motor and the inverter, upon each request
thereof, and further can reduce the capacity of the oil
cooler. Therefore, it is particularly beneficial for the elec-
tric vehicle having a small mounting space for compo-
nents.

DESCRIPTION OF REFERENCE SIGNS

[0078]

1: Electric motorcycle (electric vehicle)
5: Motor unit
30: Traction motor (electric traction motor)
40: Transmission (power transmission mechanism)
61: Mechanical oil pump (oil supply source)
62: Electric oil pump (oil supply source)
68: Main oil passage (main passage)
69: Second discharge oil passage (communication
passage)
70, 72: Pipe member (first oil passage)
71: Lower hose (first oil passage)
73: Transmission side oil passage (second oil pas-
sage)
74: Motor side oil passage (third oil passage)
79: Upper hose (fourth oil passage)

Claims

1. An oil passage structure for an electric vehicle (1)
which supplies lubrication oil to an electric traction
motor (30) of an electric vehicle and a power trans-
mission mechanism (40) for transmitting an output
of the electric motor (30) to a wheel (3), including:

a main passage (68) connected to an oil supply
source;
a first oil passage (70, 72) which guides oil from
the main passage (68) to an oil cooler (28); and
a second oil passage (73) which branches from
the main passage (68) and supplies oil to at least
the power transmission mechanism (40),
characterized in that the second oil passage
(73) branches from the main passage (68) be-
fore the oil cooler (28).

2. The oil passage structure for an electric vehicle ac-
cording to claim 1, wherein the second oil passage
(73) branches from the main passage (68) and sup-
plies oil to a transmission component of the power
transmission mechanism (40), and further including:

a third oil passage (74) which branches from the
main passage (68) on the downstream side of
the flow of oil than the second oil passage (73)
and supplies oil to bearings of an output shaft
of the electric motor (30).

3. The oil passage structure for an electric vehicle ac-
cording to any one of claims 1 and 2, further including
a fourth oil passage (79) which supplies oil from the
oil cooler (28) to at least one of the electric motor
(30) and an electric drive circuit thereof.

4. The oil passage structure for an electric vehicle ac-
cording to any one of claims 1 to 3, wherein the oil
supply source includes a mechanical oil pump (61)
mechanically driven by the electric traction motor
(30) and an electric oil pump (62).

5. The oil passage structure for an electric vehicle ac-
cording to claim 4, wherein a communication pas-
sage (69) communicating with a discharge port of
the electric oil pump (62) is connected to a portion
of the main passage (68) branched into the second
oil passage (73).

6. The oil passage structure for an electric vehicle ac-
cording to any one of claims 1 to 5, wherein an oil
filter (81) is provided at the first oil passage (70, 72)
or at the main passage (68) on a downstream side
of the flow of oil than the portion of the main passage
(68) branched into the second oil passage (73).

Patentansprüche

1. Ölkanalstruktur für ein Elektrofahrzeug (1), die
Schmieröl an einen Elektromotor (30) eines Elektro-
fahrzeugs und einen Kraftübertragungsmechanis-
mus (40) zur Übertragung einer Leistung des Elek-
tromotors (30) an einen Reifen (3) überträgt, die Fol-
gendes umfasst:

einen Hauptkanal (68), der mit einer Ölversor-
gungsquelle verbunden ist;
einen ersten Ölkanal (70, 72), der Öl von dem
Hauptkanal (68) an einen Ölkühler (28) über-
trägt; und
einen zweiten Ölkanal (73), der von dem Haupt-
kanal (68) abzweigt und Öl zumindest an den
Kraftübertragungsmechanismus (40) abgibt,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass der zweite Öl-
kanal (73) vor dem Ölkühler (28) vom Hauptka-
nal (68) abzweigt.

2. Ölkanalstruktur für ein Elektrofahrzeug nach An-
spruch 1, wobei der zweite Ölkanal (73) vom Haupt-
kanal (68) abzweigt und Öl an eine Übertragungs-
komponente des Kraftübertragungsmechanismus
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(40) überträgt, und ferner Folgendes umfasst:

einen dritten Ölkanal (74), der vom Hauptkanal
(68) unterhalb des Ölflusses bezogen auf den
zweiten Ölkanal (73) abzweigt und Öl an Lager
einer Abtriebswelle des Elektromotors (30) ab-
gibt.

3. Ölkanalstruktur für ein Elektrofahrzeug nach einem
der Ansprüche 1 und 2, die ferner einen vierten Öl-
kanal (79) umfasst, der Öl von dem Ölkühler (28) an
den Elektromotor (30) und/oder einen elektrischen
Antriebskreis davon liefert.

4. Ölkanalstruktur für ein Elektrofahrzeug nach einem
der Ansprüche 1 bis 3, wobei die Ölversorgungs-
quelle eine mechanische Ölpumpe (61) aufweist, die
mechanisch durch den Elektromotor (30) und eine
elektrische Ölpumpe (62) angetrieben ist.

5. Ölkanalstruktur für ein Elektrofahrzeug nach An-
spruch 4, wobei eine Austauschleitung (69), die in
Austausch mit einer Auslassöffnung der elektrischen
Ölpumpe (62) steht, mit einem Abschnitt des Haupt-
kanals (68) verbunden ist, der in den zweiten Ölkanal
(73) abzweigt.

6. Ölkanalstruktur für ein Elektrofahrzeug nach einem
der Ansprüche 1 bis 5, wobei ein Ölfilter (81) am
ersten Ölkanal (70, 72) oder am Hauptkanal (68) un-
terhalb des Ölflusses bezogen auf den Abschnitt des
Hauptkanals (68), der in den zweiten Ölkanal (73)
abzweigt, vorhanden ist.

Revendications

1. Structure de passage d’huile pour un véhicule élec-
trique (1) qui fournit de l’huile de lubrification à un
moteur de traction électrique (30) d’un véhicule élec-
trique et un mécanisme de transmission de puissan-
ce (40) pour transmettre une sortie du moteur élec-
trique (30) à une roue (3), comportant :

un passage principal (68) raccordé à une source
d’alimentation en huile ;
un premier passage d’huile (70, 72) qui guide
l’huile depuis le passage principal (68) jusqu’à
un refroidisseur d’huile (28) ; et
un deuxième passage d’huile (73) qui se ramifie
à partir du passage principal (68) et fournit de
l’huile au moins au mécanisme de transmission
de puissance (40),
caractérisée en ce que le deuxième passage
d’huile (73) se ramifie à partir du passage prin-
cipal (68) avant le refroidisseur d’huile (28).

2. Structure de passage d’huile pour un véhicule élec-

trique selon la revendication 1, dans laquelle le
deuxième passage d’huile (73) se ramifie à partir du
passage principal (68) et fournit de l’huile à un com-
posant de transmission du mécanisme de transmis-
sion de puissance (40), et comportant en outre :

un troisième passage d’huile (74) qui se ramifie
à partir du passage principal (68) sur le côté aval
de l’écoulement d’huile par rapport au deuxième
passage d’huile (73) et fournit de l’huile aux pa-
liers d’un arbre de sortie du moteur électrique
(30).

3. Structure de passage d’huile pour un véhicule élec-
trique selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1
et 2, comportant en outre un quatrième passage
d’huile (79) qui fournit de l’huile provenant du refroi-
disseur d’huile (28) au moteur électrique (30) et/ou
un circuit de commande électrique de celui-ci.

4. Structure de passage d’huile pour un véhicule élec-
trique selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1
à 3, dans laquelle la source d’alimentation en huile
comporte une pompe à huile mécanique (61) entraî-
née mécaniquement par un moteur de traction élec-
trique (30) et une pompe à huile électrique (62).

5. Structure de passage d’huile pour un véhicule élec-
trique selon la revendication 4, dans laquelle un pas-
sage de communication (69) communiquant avec un
orifice de refoulement de la pompe à huile électrique
(62) est raccordé à une partie du passage principal
(68) ramifiée dans le deuxième passage d’huile (73).

6. Structure de passage d’huile pour un véhicule élec-
trique selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1
à 5, dans laquelle un filtre à huile (81) est disposé
au niveau du premier passage d’huile (70, 72) ou au
niveau du passage principal (68) sur un côté aval de
l’écoulement d’huile par rapport à la partie du pas-
sage principal (68) ramifiée dans le deuxième pas-
sage d’huile (73).
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